
PRODUCT GUIDE

TTP TURNTABLE

The Cyrus TTP Turntable is the perfect complement to the 
award-winning Cyrus Phono preamplifier or, if fitted with a 
moving magnet cartridge, any of the Cyrus Classic or XR pre-
amplifiers or integrated amplifiers. Precision-machined from 
solid aluminium blocks, the plinth and platter are extremely 
stable for superb vinyl playback capability, while the 
lightweight arm provides an excellent mounting point for your 
choice of cartridge. The DC synchronous motor has a custom-
designed digital control circuit, ensuring very low wow and 
flutter with exceptional speed stability.

BUILDING A BETTER MUSIC EXPERIENCE



Precision Machining 
The platter is suspended on a hardened steel 
axle rotating on an ultra-precise bearing with 
integrated lubrication that is mounted into a 
solid aluminium plinth machined from a single 
aluminium billet. 
 
Drive system 
Featuring a DC synchronous motor and digital 
control circuit with exceptional speed stability 
the wow and flutter is extremely low. The 
supplied PSU is suitable for 90-264V operation. 

Cartridge choice 
As delivered, the TTP Turntable does not come 
with a fitted cartridge allowing you and your 
Cyrus dealer to decide the best cartridge for 
your preference.

PSX-R2 port 
The TTP Turntable includes a port for the 
optional PSX-R2 power supply offered as an 
upgrade. Power from the PSX-R2 is routed 
internally to the motor drive stage to provide an 
even more stable, ultra-low noise power supply 
for the turntable motor.

Tonearm 
The tonearm has been carefully designed using 
intelligent redistribution of mass to ensure it 
will exhibit fewer points of resonance. Almost 
friction free movement from the horizontal and 
vertical bearing assemblies guarantee to gather 
more information from your vinyl than ever 
before.

PRODUCT FEATURES



   Integrated DC synchronous motor

   Electronic speed control for 331/3 and 45 RPM

   Supply requirement 90-264V AC, 50/60Hz 

   High precision bearing

   Solid aluminium damped chassis

   Aluminium platter

   Adjustable / replaceable feet

   PSX-R2 upgrade port

   Size (H x W x D) 120 x 430 x 376mm  

(4.72” x 16.93” x 14.82”)

   Weight 24kg (53lbs)

   EAN 5060020434891

The Cyrus TTP Turntable is hard to ignore. The 

superb bass response and engaging energy to 

the presentation are able to match the Planar 

10 and on a more practical level, it is far more 

resistant to external interference.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Power output 2 x 98W (113W with PSU-XR) into 6 Ω 
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